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Kingdom Clash 3: Dawning in Darkness
We blaze with expectancy in this last week of our Becoming Good News fast. What a gift to burn
with you: for mercy, for truth, for the grace to flare up as the Spirit leads and shed warmth and light
on the untouched. We on the Desert Stream staff are praying to become torches that light up the
integrity of God’s image in humanity. A fire has blazed among us, incinerating our excesses and
reducing us to something radiant for Jesus.
More than ever, I am convinced that Christians who trust in Jesus to transform all persons,
including those who formerly identified as LGBT+, will light fires in their communities. Do not fear
making known what Jesus can do! Let us dawn in the darkness of lies that have settled upon our
churches, conforming pastors and fellow members to unbelief, false compassion, and an
unbaptized embrace of gender benders. Thinking themselves wise, they have become fools and
are portraying Jesus as a ‘feel-good’ advocate for the desecration of lives.
And these are saints! A woman in a key leadership role in a church that sponsors Living Water
regularly celebrates a singer renowned for his ‘gay’ love songs and ‘non-binary’, ‘pre-trans’ self;
she scowls at our ‘change’ ministry. A priest I love claims the Church is not clear on the issue of
homosexuality and is waiting for Pope Francis to set us all straight on the matter (in other words,
he is waiting for the pontiff to validate his own co-dependency with LBGT+ers.)
Asked to speak at a large convocation of evangelicals last month, a friend was the lone voice who
described how her church offers transformation to the sexually broken; she was maligned for it,
with persons shouting down her docile offering. At our City Hall battles this month, there were more
rainbow ministers declaring support for the therapeutic ban than there were orthodox pastors
fighting for transformation, therapeutic and otherwise.
We burn. We either allow the deception to sharpen and deepen our faith in God’s transformational
love or we become conformed to it. Wake up. We all live in a false light which seeks to lull us into
normalizing brokenness. LGBT+ activists have successfully persuaded our culture that nothing is
wrong with gender confusion, be it a person’s lustful efforts to consume one’s same-gender friend
or to become the other gender. We console ourselves with the lie that any other way of interpreting
gender conflict will irreparably damage the beloved.
How kind our cowardice. Thinking ourselves loving and enlightened, we high-five another’s
dehumanization. Believe me, it is much easier today to walk the broad path of embracing whatever
gender variation one wants than to fight for something beautiful and creative hidden in his or her
lustful self-rejection.
Jesus restores lives. He heals the broken. Do we still believe that? Can we say to our beloved
infidel: ‘If you only knew the gift of God…’ (Jn. 4: 10)? Clearly the enemy of our souls has darkened
minds and hearts. Not all want the light and the corporate unbelief surrounding sexual
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transformation has obscured, scandalized, even criminalized our message.
We cry out to the One: Hail Jesus, Almighty in Mercy—burn off our dross and burn in us afresh.
Become our good news. Might we dawn in darkness with holy love!
You can purchase “Becoming Good News” in book form directly from Desert Stream or get it
from Amazon for your Kindle.
Please take time to watch our new video and become ‘Chaste Together.’
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